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Overall Comments 
 
Dear Nicola 
 
Thanks for the time this morning.  Prints were sent via post and the blog was viewed at: 
https://nkssite4.wordpress.com/category/uncategorized/ 
 
In sending back the prints I have separated them into sets identifying some prints you may 
wish to remove from the series - we can discuss this for assignment 6 feedback as well. 
 
  
Feedback on assignment 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
 
Below is a summary of the call - do add in anything if I have missed it out! 
 
Sequencing of prints - when the prints are returned do play around with the order - you can 
take photos of rough layouts on the floor to put on your blog. 
 
Edit some out - 14 is quite a lot of images and less is probably more.  We can discuss the 
final edit on the next call. 
 
Look at histogram detail - what is the percentage of black to white?   



 
In your reflection there is more to say about the choice of black and white vs the referendum 
and actually the issue being complex/shades of grey. 
 
We also discussed working black and white and learning to see differently.  Think about 
printing contact sheets in B&W.  Do also do a post on learning log about working in B&W - 
you are recognising the value of taking images with a black and white mindset. 
 
  
Coursework 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 
  
Think about a slideshow for the pallet transitions series - this will allow for a slideshow to be 
produced with more of a purpose and allow you to provide a final resolution to the series. 
  
Research 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
Continues to develop through this part of the course.  There is a good continuation of artists 
from Ass. 4 on Minor White. 
 
 
Learning Log 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
Blog is well structured and easy to navigate with the drop sections for each part of the 
course.  Reflection and research is really building up.  Do remember to link to earlier posts if 
relevant. 
 
  
Suggested reading/viewing 
Context 
I didn’t say this on the call but do look at Jem Southam - Painters Pool would be a good 
project to start with. 
 
Also John Blakemore - black and whtie landscape work.  If you can get a hold of a copy (you 
can download a PDF online) John Blakemore’s Black and White Photography Workshop.  
There are several chapters were he discusses working on a longer term project which are 
well worth reading (ignore the bits of chemistry/papers etc). 
Not sure why I didn’t think of him before but probably the best British photographer whose 
early landscape work is in the vein of equivalents!  
 
 Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 
 
Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment: 
written or video/audio. 
 
 



Strengths Areas for development 

 Developed series of work  Further editing 

 Two projects possible for transition Do a slideshow for Pallet series and prints for the 
tree stumps 

 Working in black and white  Be aware of the effect of scale of prints 

 Reflection and reflection after peer sharing  Consider less is more when creating a series 
 

 
 In red – added by student. 
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